Date: May 29, 2020  
Subject: Amphenol IP Disclosure Statement for SFF-TA-1020

To Whom It May Concern:

SFF-TA-1020 (Rev 0.8.3 & Rev 1.0)
Amphenol believes that it has obtained patent protection that may include claims essential to SFF-TA-1020 (Rev 0.8.3 & Rev 1.0). These include claims in patents within the families containing one or more of the following patents or applications:

US patents or applications: 10276985; 15884274; 6709294; 6786771; 7163421; 7371117; 7581990; 7722401; 7753731; 7771233; 8371875; 9537239; Serial No. 62/783336.

PCT Applications: PCT/CN2017/108344

Chinese Applications: 201822170523.7; 201720775106.8; 201721648145.8; 201621160301.1

 Taiwanese patents or applications: M558483; M565895; M558482; M558481; M559007; M559006; DP070038; Serial Nos: 107205130; 107205128; 107204608; 107205215; 10720231.

In accordance with its obligations under the SNIA IP Policy, Amphenol hereby agrees that for any Essential Claims, issued now or in the future, Amphenol will grant a license on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms to companies requesting such a license. Please note that Amphenol reserves the right to increase the cost for a licensee that refuses to take a license and forces Amphenol to use legal action in order to enforce Amphenol’s rights.

Sincerely,

Paul Coddington  
Mechanical Engineer  
Primary SFF Representative